Escape from WonderFalls Walkthrough/tour guide

By Kyle Gagnon

This is for Version 1, I expect I'll fix many of the problems (and add features) later

First thing to note: During the goblin encounter and treasure chest encounter you might break things just by walking around or even walking into the trigger at the wrong time (since the henchmen's heartbeat frequently has them forgetting what they were doing). Also it is posible to leave Kendra at the treasure chest. Dont do that. So if things dont happen like explained then just try again, it might work next time. 

From your starting location outside the inn:(as of this version you can skip ahead just by walking along the road.) head into the inn, an encounter will trigger and a conversation ensue. You can grab a crutch from the goblin's corpse, it's useless in this version but still funny. You can also talk to each of your friends for some nice interaction, you get an extra dialog option if you are male because Im sexist that way :P 

enter the tavern. You can talk to people around the bar, Stacy has some interesting things to say. Go talk to the 'mysterious stranger' (future versions may include the option to make fun of his name). He will give you a quest, you're railroaded into it (thats what friends are for). Behind him is a pile of books, it has a very important book, dont miss it. :)

exit the tavern and proceed down the road (the top path) to the town of Wonder Falls (feel free to groan at the bad pun). You'll be stopped and stuff will be confiscated (it might actually happen in a later version, for now just roal with it), you can get some history on the town... or not, but its better to hear the story. You also learn about Nick. After this conversation flags you have some new dialog options with your friends. (they do get new dialog on ocasion, so check once in a while)

optional: there are 4 factions in this town, you can go visit the leader of each. (John Stalwart at the temple entrance, Goodmane the druid at the baracks entrance, Pirate Santa in the road on the east side, and Vaughn is at the end of the road in the 'downtown' area. Lets save him for later in the story) They all have stuff to say, they all explain why they hate the others, they all want to recruit you. Dont join, for now it just ends the game. Goodmane and John are both relevant, full of information, and backstory. Pirate Santa and his helper Sylvia mill are both pretty random, but do have some good information. (you can get some 'nog' from Santa if you're into that sort of thing).

Head north after you've had your fill of talking with people. (note that this part is not entirely required, but the game makes more sense if you talk to nick rather than making a bee line for the town's escape). There's only 2 things of interest in this area: a treasure chest and a waterfall (stop and admire it, its very pretty dont you think?). When you go up the ramp your character will stop, and move to the left... dont fight it, he's steping out of the way of Kendra because otherwise she bumps into you and the dialog doesnt go off as planned. Your characters will move over to Kendra and conversation ensues, there are 2 dialog outcomes here: 1) you leave with everyone still present 2) Kendra runs off after the treasure chest. If you find you still have Kendra with you then the only thing to do is go talk to Nick (sorry, Nick was the second thing of interest in the area, not the waterfall, still it is a pretty awesome waterfall dont you think?). If Kendra goes running off then you can ether talk to nick first or go talk to Kendra first... doesnt make much difference, but do NOT leave her. Her absense will break future conversations that assume her presense. Anyways, Nick has stuff to say, he can tell you about the magic keeping everyone in and give you ideas for escape.

Leave the uplands, go through the Uptown area (talk to people if you want, they say the same things). Downtown area: there's a good natured thug in the street, you can talk to him and hear what he has to say... not important, but its flavor for the game. follow the road, the drow priestess has nothing useful to say, nether does the prostitute or bandit. There are some broken wagons and 2 bandits, you can talk to them to hear what they have to say, but its not important. Lets leave the catapult master for now (I named him, but for the life of me I cant remember what). 

Vaughn is the current leader of the Raiders, Talk to him about whatever you want. Go talk to the catapult master, he will agree to fix the catapult but you need rope. In this version there are only 2 places to get rope: Pirate Santa, and Vaughn. Vaughn is closer but I really added rope to him just so it would be easier to test if the catapult worked... it doesnt make sense why he has rope considering that the catapult master who works for him tells you the catapult is salvage due to lack of rope... but hey. You can get the rope from ether of them, Vaughn is much closer so I chose him. If you want the rope you have to give him something, ether the nog from santa, or if you dont have that you can promise to light a signal fire to let them know if it worked or not. 

Go to the catapult master who takes the rope. Talk to him again. Sorry no slick flying through the air animations. move along the road, a dialog will come up (unless you run away from your friend who's trying to talk to you). If you promised to light the signal fire then Brandon will remind you. You can chose not to, heck, you can chose to light the fire and then NOT light the fire... if you want to light the fire (regardless of wether you said you would or not) just click on the driftwood. follow the road.

skip ahead 5 months, you've tracked the mysterious stranger to another tavern where he's fooling new heros (later version will have heros exiting the tavern as you arive). Right now there's nothing to do here but admire the moody music. I put a lot of thought into what music I wanted. But enter the tavern, nothing else to do outside. Save if you want to talk to the stranger multiple times.

inside the tavern... ah, I made a nice big tavern for this one, unlike the first tavern. But you cant explore it because the stranger greets you when you enter. Converse with him, he gives different dialog depending on if you lit the fire or not. There are lots of endings to get here (it is the end of the game after all.) mostly he gets pissed and kills you, but there are a few conversations branches that lead to better endings... by 'better ending' I mean that the game still just ends, but the dialog indicates that your chances of survival are moderatly better depending on which choices you made.

